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Note the word CONTINIOUS .  Risk Management must be done throughout the 
mission not just at the beginning for a GAR score, and just for Surface or Air 
operations 
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Note to Instructor.  On the  “Marijuana is not legal for use under federal law”  
bullet there  will be NO additional discussion or clarification  
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Concept of Operations for Telecommunications -  Overall goal is to Maximize our 
Telecommunications resources in support of CG activities. 
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This slide talks to a narrow scope of ordered missions. 
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The facility ID is NOT the call sign of the radios at the station, the Call Signs are 
separately assigned according to the Ops Policy Manual and by District procedures 
(see bullet point). 
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These frequencies are in the 136-174 MHz frequency range., excluding the 2-Meter. 
Amateur band, 144-148 MHz. 
Encrypted radios may be loaned on an as needed basis and returned following the 
activity. 
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AUGCOM is augmenting of Coast Guard Communication systems. 
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Radios used for HF operations must meet NTIA (National Telecommunications and 
Information Agency)  standards for stability, purity and capabilities of output.  
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HF stations and AUXMON stations require special authorization from National 
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CG COMMCOM is the command responsible for CG HF operations worldwide, and for 
oversight of Auxiliary HF operations 
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Per COMDTINST_M5100.47.pdf - a Mishap is “An unplanned, 

unexpected, or undesirable event or series of events 

resulting in death, injury, occupational illness, or damage 

to or loss of  materiel. “ 
 
Need to define MISHAP.   Anything causing an unplanned stop 
besides a comfort stop is potentially reportable.  Certainly any 
mechanical or maintenance issue, but people should use 
common sense in what they report.  Anything that you expect 
to be reimbursed for should definitely be reported. That being 
said, it is better to over report than under report.  Nobody will 
be criticized for reporting too much.  When in doubt report it. 
 
Operations Policy Manual requires those with firsthand  
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knowledge of a mishap to report it.  Let’s talk about that. 
 
If you are confident that the principle parties are reporting to 
the organization, redundant reporting is not needed unless 
requested. 
 
Why are they requesting that all mishaps; with or without 
injuries and even if there is no damage be reported? 
 
Whenever a mishap occurs, even with no real damage or injury, 
is reported this information can be used to aid other members 
of potential risks and how this risk can be avoided.    
 
This information you provided can be used as a learning or 
teaching event that can help all of us to become safer. 
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Watchstanders can be at Auxiliary radio stations or at Active Duty Station/Sector 
Communications stations.  Base requirements are the same.  For duty at a Coast 
Guard Station additional training is required.  
 
Coast Guard Auxiliary members may train to be a  watchstander  at a Coast Guard 
station  when authorized by the CO/OINC at the station. The training requirements 
for Auxiliarists are the same as the requirements for regular Coast Guard. They must 
complete the Coast Guard Watchstander PQS, stand watch with a mentor, stand a 
Board, have current TCT training and successfully complete all other station 
requirements and have DO security clearance. 
 
The training required to complete the Coast Guard Watchstander PQS, COMDTINST 
M16120.7A, along with other CG station watchstander requirements covers all 
relevant items specific to active duty operations.  
 
TCO certification might be required by the station CO/OINC. 
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Members that completed AUXCOM prior to August 1, 2008 are authorized the same 
watchstander privileges and authority as TCO qualified members 
 
AUXCOM/TCO may not be required by the Coast Guard CO/OINC but is still highly 
recommended and will make passing the PQS for Coast Guard easier. 
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The Auxiliary and the Sea Scouts identified significantly beneficial prospects of 
enhancing their partnership including improved Sea Scout training opportunities, 
enriched Coast Guard and Auxiliary recruiting, and better overall promotion of 
recreational boating safety among our Nation’s boating public.  
 
There are  specific requirements when working with Sea Scouts that need to be 
followed,   
 Consent Forms 
 Required training specified training as defined in the SOP 
 Limitations in participation in SAR activities 
 Qualifications open to sea scouts  
Refer to the SOP published 1 November 2019 for  requirements and details 
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